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**Summary**

Since all materials have rheological properties, the focus of this work is to understand the rheology of solid foods as a critical point in optimizing product development, processing methodology, and final product quality. Rheological solid behavior is presented in terms of fundamental tests (those conducted under conditions of static or quasi-static loading, and those conducted under dynamic conditions) and empirical or imitative tests. The behavior of solid foods is explained by evaluating the uniaxial compression test, stress relaxation, creep compliance and their dynamic properties. The basic concept of deformability modulus and failure is also developed.

**1. Introduction**

Most food products do not behave perfectly when acted upon by an outside force, whether solids or liquids. Nevertheless, one (or more) characteristic often predominates, which dictates the type of measurement likely to be made. It is helpful to maintain the distinction between solid and liquid materials. It is equally self-evident that not all food materials fall conveniently into these two classes. A considerable number exhibit both
solid and liquid characteristics at some stage, depending on the method of observation. One large group comprises the plastic materials, which appear solid in that they retain their form under their own weight, but can be readily deformed upon application of an outside agency, only to retain their new shape when that agency ceases to operate. Ideal solids deform elastically. The energy required for this deformation is fully recovered when the stresses are removed. Real solids can also deform irreversibly under the influence of forces of sufficient magnitude – they creep, they flow. Classification of the rheological behavior of materials related to their response to applied stresses must be further extended by introducing the time-scale of any deformation process: It is written in the Bible that “everything flows, if you wait long enough, even mountains…”

Rheologically, the question as to whether a particular food is a solid or a liquid should be considered in terms of the non-dimensional Deborah number, $D$, as the ratio of the relaxation time of the sample divided by the time of observation. For all materials, a characteristic time factor $\lambda$ can be determined, which is infinite in size for ideal elastic solids and almost zero for liquids such as water. On the other hand, deformation processes relate to characteristic time values $t$. A high “Deborah number” ($\lambda/t$) defines a solid-like behavior and a low “Deborah number” defines a liquid-like behavior.

Figure 1. Representation of a solid structure a) at rest, b) sheared, c) deformation of a solid body. The arrow indicates the application direction of stress.


The characteristic structure of a perfect solid is presented in Figure 1. Each structural element is acted upon by forces, due to the other structural elements surrounding it, and as a result, the whole will be in equilibrium with the elements a fixed distance apart. When an external force is applied to the block tangentially, to the upper plane surface,
the equilibrium is disturbed and the array distorted as the elements move to the new equilibrium. Work is done as some of the bonds are stretched and some are compressed, which results in an increase in the potential energy stored in the system. Since the solid is supposed to be ideal, the elements are presumed to have no inertia, so that the new equilibrium positions will be taken up instantaneously. Thus, one characteristic of the ideal solid is defined - when an external force is applied, it is deformed immediately. The other characteristic is that this deformation is strictly proportional to the force applied. The behavior of a perfect solid in a single parameter, the constant of proportionality between the deformation and the force producing it, is known as the modulus of rigidity. The mathematical expression follows:

\[ \tau = \eta \cdot \gamma \]  

(1)

The fact that a fluid possesses no rigid structure distinguishes it from a solid. In this case, the net forces between the elements are usually many orders of magnitude less than the forces between the solid elements; the elements themselves are in a continuous state of thermal agitation or Brownian movement. There is no static equilibrium holding the elements in a fixed array.

2. Rheological Properties of Solid Foods

The study of the rheological properties of solid foods is of great importance in understanding their behavior. There are four reasons:

1. To allow insight into the structure of the material, because the physical manifestation of material is due to its chemical make-up. The relationship between cross-linkage of polymeric material and their elasticity is one example.
2. To improve quality control in the food industry.
3. To design machinery for handling solid foods.
4. To correlate consumer acceptance with some definite rheological property.

From a rheological viewpoint, when a force is applied to a material, two extremes of behavior may result: 1) pure elastic deformation of a solid and 2) pure viscous flow of a liquid. An ideal elastic element is one that instantaneously and finitely deforms upon application of force and instantaneously returns to its original form on release of force. Such material is called a Hookean solid and has a magnitude of deformation proportional to the magnitude of applied force. A Hookean solid is rheologically represented by a spring and has a rheological constant called the modulus or elastic modulus, which is defined as the ratio of the stress to the strain. Depending on the method of force application, three kinds of moduli can be computed for a Hookean solid. A material of this nature can be given a rheological constant, termed the elastic modulus.

The evaluation of rheological properties of solid foods is divided into two main classes:

- Fundamental Tests
These are tests that measure properties that are inherent to the material and do not depend on the geometry of the sample, the conditions of loading, or the apparatus (e.g., modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, relaxation time, shear modulus, etc.).

- **Empirical or Imitative Tests**

These are tests used to determine properties such as puncture force, extrusion energy, etc., where the mass of the sample, the geometry, the speed of the test, etc., also determine the magnitude of the parameter estimated. The simplest test to study the behavior of solid foods is perhaps the uniaxial compression/tension test. In most uniaxial compressive tests, a food material with a convenient geometry (e.g., cylinder or cube) is deformed at a constant rate (Figure 2). The force developed is recorded continuously.

The resultant stress \( \sigma \) and strain \( \varepsilon \) is calculated as follows:

\[
\sigma = \frac{F}{A} \quad (2)
\]

and

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{\Delta L}{L} \quad (3)
\]

where \( F \) is the force, \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the body, \( \Delta L \) is the deformation, and \( L \) is the original length of the body.

![Figure 2. Uniaxial compression, shear and bulk (isotropic) compression of an elastic solid.](image)
3. The Deformability Modulus

A convenient parameter to quantify the stiffness of a material is the slope of the true stress-strain relationship. The modulus computed by applying a force perpendicular to the area defined by the stress is called the modulus of elasticity or Young’s modulus of elasticity ($E$) and is expressed as:

$$E = \frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

and

$$\varepsilon = \delta L/L$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\sigma$ is the stress, $\varepsilon$ is the strain, $L$ is the original length, and $\delta L$ is the change in length.

The modulus computed by applying a force parallel to the area defined by the stress, or a shearing force, is called the shear modulus or the modulus of rigidity ($G$). The modulus of rigidity is a measure of the material’s resistance to change in shape. It is defined as the ratio of shear stress to shear strain and is expressed as:

$$G = \tau/\gamma$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $G$ is the modulus of rigidity, $\tau$ is the shear stress, and $\gamma$ is the shear strain.

If the force is applied from all directions (isotropically) and the change in volume is obtained, one can then compute the bulk modulus ($K$) as follows:

$$K = \sigma/\varepsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\sigma$ is the isotropic stress and $\varepsilon$ is the volumetric strain (change in volume/original volume).

Since the deformation is proportional to the applied force and unit area and length is considered in the calculations, the elastic moduli are fundamental material constants.

For most food materials, the stress-strain relationship is frequently curved, and is also a function of factors such as specimen size and deformation rate (Figure 3). Under such circumstances, it is preferable to consider the stress-to-strain ratio as a modulus of deformability, and to treat its magnitude not as an absolute material property, but as a...
relative parameter whose usefulness is limited to the particular conditions under which it has been determined.

Figure 3. Difference between the compressive stress-strain relationships of a specimen deformed at a constant strain rate and a constant deformation rate.


If the deformations are large, Hencky strain \((\varepsilon_h)\) should be used to calculate strain, and the area term needed in the stress calculation should be adjusted for the change in radius caused by compression.

\[
\sigma = \frac{F}{\pi \left( R_0 + \delta R \right)^2} \quad (8)
\]

A critical assumption is that the sample remains cylindrical in shape. For this reason lubricated contact surfaces are often recommended when testing materials such as food gels. Another important parameter considered in compression tests is the Poisson’s ratio \((\nu)\), which can be defined from compression data (Figure 4).

\[
\nu = \frac{\text{lateral strain}}{\text{axial strain}} = \frac{\delta R/R_0}{\delta h/h_0} \quad (9)
\]

where \(R_0\) and \(R\) are the initial and final radii of the uncompressed and compressed shapes, respectively.
Figure 4. Uniaxial compression of a cylindrical sample (a) initial shape and (b) compressed shape.


Poisson’s ratio may range from 0 to 0.5, \( ν \) and may vary from 0.0 for rigid-like materials containing large amounts of air to near 0.5 for liquid-like materials. Values from 0.2 to 0.5 are common for biological materials, with 0.5 representing an uncompressible substance like potato flesh. Tissues with a high level of cellular gas, such as apple flesh, will exhibit values closer to 0.2. Metals usually have a Poisson ratio between 0.25 and 0.35.

Most solid food materials are not ideal elastics, or rubbery, therefore part of the deformation will remain permanent, contributing to a plastic deformation. In these types of materials, a considerable portion of the energy invested in the specimen deformation is irrecoverable due to both internal friction and irreversible structural modifications.

The ratio between recoverable and total deformation is suggested as the degree of elasticity, and the ratio between recoverable and irrecoverable work can also be used as a characteristic of the material.

4. Viscoelastic Properties of Solid Food

Classical theories describing mechanical behavior were developed based on the so-called ideal elastic (for solid) and ideal viscous (for liquids) materials (see *Viscoelasticity*). However, in reality, these theories are not easily extended to explaining the behavior of many real materials, much less in the case of food materials. However, by combining the elastic and viscous behavior, it is possible to explain some of the actual observed behavior of real materials.

This combined behavior of materials displaying both solid-like and liquid-like properties is generally called the viscoelastic behavior. One of the most important characteristics of viscoelastic behavior is the dependence of the material properties on time, in addition to temperature and moisture content. The response of solids can be explained by theories of elasticity and viscoelasticity.

In rheology, there are usually two basic quasi-static tests performed to explain the viscoelastic behavior of food materials and to gain insight into their mechanical behavior. They are known as stress relaxation and creep.
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